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When life presents you with a critical crossroads, which way do you turn?even if it feels we've
strayed far from the path that people had envisioned.The wisdom of nature teaches us that
people are never stuck—Award-winning writer of Secrets of Medtiation and destressifying,
meditation instructor, and stress management professional davidji offers his five time-analyzed
secrets to awakening transformation so you can ground yourself, gain clarity, make life-affirming
decisions, step into your power, personal your impact, and soar! We are able to plant the
seeds of a new direction and use our thoughts, phrases, and actions to ripple them right into a
magnificent trip back again to wholeness and eventually our dream life! This is the time we can
maximize powerful decision of our life. This minute is a defining instant.
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If you read only one book this season, make it Sacred Powers. Your own future self will thank
you. It really is both intimate and practical..  He’s now adopted up his phenomenal previous
books – Secrets of Meditation and Destressifying – with a true masterpiece. In Sacred Powers,
davidji shares his personal tale and the wisdom he’s discovered during his personal incredible
journey, beginning with a startling encounter on the streets of downtown Manhattan. I browse it
in one weekend and am right now delving deeper on my second reading. Wow! Davidji
becomes a guide and a pal, on the way to the answers you'd in you all along. I can’t
recommend it highly plenty of. You evaluate and criticize just how you're seated, the thoughts
moving into you, the way you're breathing and anything else you may be doing to get in the
way of nirvana. Your own future self will thank you. I have always been skeptical to concepts
like "awakening" and "enlightenment As a driven and objective oriented person, I have always
been skeptical to principles like "awakening" and "enlightenment. And his NY humor and deep
humility are simply just icing on the cake! In this publication, Davidji takes your hands and walks
you into living even more openly. I understand this is a reserve I savor, and keep close by for
many years to come. DavidJi is wonderful! When you are at a cross roads or seriously
questioning the meaning of your own existence, this book is definitely a handbook to find your
next right actions, just like a GPS for your soul. He gets the most soothing, enjoyable voice I
have ever heard. Like heaven on earth! Davidji is certainly a masterful article writer, translator
and teacher. And his book is really as good (if not better) as his voice. Be sure to have your
highlighter prepared because there's lots of words and phrases of wisdom in this book!it had
been a captivating, informative initial read however now I am actually doing the powerful
lessons Davidji recommends and my entire life is transforming!)"Somewhere along the way, you
bought in to the false notion that a present-moment encounter was supposed to be a blissed-
out Zen encounter filled up with peace and light, and perhaps actually some angel whispering
in your ear.. His willingness to honestly share his own evolutionary encounters creates a comfort
and trust with the reader.In the event that you read only 1 book this year, help to make it
Sacred Powers... Thank you, davidji, for your leadership, like and light. I'm pleased it snowed
here since it gives me time to learn the rest of the book and make period for me personally.To
DavidJi, I thank you from underneath of my heart. :) A Must Have First of most, I should mention
We’m a fan of Davidji. Almost 2 years ago I went through a big transformation in my own life.
davidji is willing to show vulnerability and offer . Very well written and the writer makes every
idea easy to understand. While navigating through his site, I saw he would be holding several
events in Miami that forthcoming weekend. Deeply Transformative & It’s true, “the teacher will
appear when the pupil is prepared”) I called and made a reservation to one of them. I usually
had problems with meditation. But after that evening between Davidji, and some of the others
at that meeting, I started meditating daily, which is currently 657 consecutive days.Now to his
book “Sacred Powers”. Regardless where you are on your Spiritual Journey, this publication can
help you grow a lot more. The 1st two sections were superb.. This continuing until I completed
the book yesterday evening. Throughout the book, so many realizations found me. Like one of
my and Louise Hay’s earlier teachers, Dr. I now realize that every day is a new beginning or
Rebirth. I still sometimes lived during the past. Raymond Charles Barker stated: “Yesterday
Ended Last Night time”. I can’t let you know just how much that helped me.! Amazing content,
well written, and easy to read and understand in case you are not used to the world of
spirituality which genre of book Davidji is present in "the gap" Always softly instructional and
insightful teaching. Want to transform your life? Read this reserve! His approach is easy and
straightforward, and it works!I have been a davidji devotee for years today, participated in his



instructor teaching and traveled with him to India; Great lessons and stories. This publication
shares the tale that led him to become davidji. If you’d prefer to make a change but you’re
not sure how to start it, if you’ve ever endured the feeling there must be something more alive,
Sacred Powers provides the route. It shares sacred practices that were offered to him to
greatly help achieve transformation. Essential read for all meditation practitioners that want to
manifest within their lifestyle what they are experiencing on the inside. That alone is the reason
why I purchased this book. (Talk about coincidence. Entertaining! I have been a enthusiast of
Davidji's books since his illuminating, Secrets of Meditation. Go through it Embrace after that it
Reread it and Transform your life! The perfectionist in you begins to battle what's happening
inside, and you start to judge your practice.. I initial heard DavidJi on the Insight meditation
app. It’s a tale that stays with you, and a reserve you will go back to over and over." By
posting his own private story, davidji breaks right through those barriers and teaches that
awakening isn't an achievement but a transformation to be - a journey to your true and best
self. I recommend this book. A great read! Once again Davidji has managed to bring his
lifestyle understanding how to the masses.3 More than worth it to read! I hope he makes an
audible reserve. yet, I didn’t know the complete story. Davidji is certainly a treasure. I knew it
was a powerful expression of love. I QUICKLY received an email from Hay House, talking about
Davidji. Thats why abruptly finding yourself producing a shopping list in the middle of your
practice offers you thinking you're doing it wrong.. I am still reading this book,but I am
completely enjoying it. From the first few pages, I knew it had been a powerful expression of like.
davidji is ready to show vulnerability and provide a deep sharing of his experiences which
make me feel convenient and empowered to explore my own vulnerabilities. Thank you davidji.
A MUST FOR JUST ABOUT ANY LIBRARY davidji's newest, "Sacred Powers", is a full time income,
breathing, interactive gem for the seeker on the path to best self-actualization. After having
browse it for the first time, I am now heading back to reading only a few pages each day as
every aspect of this work is so meaningful and inspiring. Worth the read! I know I’ll have a lot
more insights as I examine it again. Read Sacred Powers then Reread it...transformational life
lessons await you! I am right now rereading Sacred Powers. However, you will need to continue
reading..One of my favorites: (and really, he will need to have read my mind, because that is
so ME. As a therapist, I easily recommend his work to clients whether they are yogis or police
officers. This book is now my Bible, Davidji, has written something to save lots of humanity I really
like this book it really is beautifully written filled up with the love and compassion Davidji is
using away where ever he's and gos. It really is my new Bible. Davidji shares his transformational
wisdom again! Davidji is a spiritual expert whose divine heart, spirit and wisdom remind us of
our essential divinity. His latest publication manuals us to embrace our own sacred powers to
exist with more ease, grace and flow. He shares his own journey so that we can be more mindful
in our own. He offers influenced countless people all over the world with his communications of
presence, trust, movement and Oneness. To know him is to appreciate him, and his most recent
book is a reflection of the appreciate and assistance he shares with the world."I'm not finished
with the book yet, but I felt compelled to create this. The globe is an improved place due to
you! < His delivery is really as soft as his voice personally. Everyone is exclusive, but I’m sure this
book will additional your spiritual development and enlightenment, regardless of where you are
now. I went to his internet site. This is simply not a book to read in a single sitting as you should
digest it chapter by chapter.. However when I got to the third section, “The Divine Principal of
Rebirth”, so a lot of things became clearer to me. davidji is a true master at distilling ancient
wisdom into easily accessible and practical tools that anyone may use for immediate results in



their own lifestyle. Sacred Powers: The Five Secrets to Awakening, is the perfect next thing from
Davidji's last publication, De-Stressifying. and frequently! I discover this as a great tool of
knowledge one that I've discovered from through the first reading and will continue to learn
from through each successive examine. Step by Step Information to a happy, open up heart!
Davidji is a giver. This book beautifully lights a path to unburying yourself and rediscovering
the core of your getting - where joy, peace and contentment reside. Every morning I meditate, I
open the reserve, absorb a morsel and meditate on that. As he says, 'bean by bean the bag
gets filled.' This publication is helping me trust, live openly and receive more, bean by bean!
I've so much gratitude.
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